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Abstract
In classical linear network flow (LNF) problems, a network consists of multiple source and sink nodes, where
each node is a sink node or a source node, but not both. Usually, there is only one kind of commodity flow and
the goal is to find flow schedules and routes such that all sink nodes’ flow demands are satisfied and the total
flow transmission cost is minimized. We develop a capacity expansion multicommodity network flow
(CEMNF) problem, in which the total commodity supply is less than the total commodity demand. There are
more than one kind of commodities and each node is a commodity flow generator, as well as a consumer. It is
allowed to do expansion for commodity flow generation capacities at each node and also to do expansion for
commodity flow capacities of each arc so that more flow can be transmitted among nodes. Thus, CEMNF is
not only a commodity flow routing problem, but also a commodity generation and flow planning problem, in
which the increasing commodity demands need to be satisfied by generation/transmission capacity
expansions. The goal of CEMNF problems is to find the flow routes and capacity expansion plans such that all
flow demands are satisfied and the total cost of routing and planning is minimized. High-performance
distributed computing algorithms have been designed to solve classical linear network flow (LNF) problems
have been proposed. Solving the general CEMNF problems by high-performance distributed computing
algorithms is an open research question. The LNF problems can be formulated as linear programming models
and algorithms have been proposed to solve them efficiently on distributed computing platforms. But, the
constraints of the CEMNF problems do not allow them to solve using the same methodology. In this paper,
we also develop a transformation method to transform CEMNF problems into LNF problems in polynomial
time and space complexity to solve them efficiently on distributed computing platforms. The results show that
we can solve CEMNF problems with high performance.
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Abstract—In classical linear network flow (LNF) problems, a network consists of multiple source and sink nodes, where each node is
a sink node or a source node, but not both. Usually, there is only one kind of commodity flow and the goal is to find flow schedules and
routes such that all sink nodes’ flow demands are satisfied and the total flow transmission cost is minimized. We develop a capacity
expansion multicommodity network flow (CEMNF) problem, in which the total commodity supply is less than the total commodity
demand. There are more than one kind of commodities and each node is a commodity flow generator, as well as a consumer. It
is allowed to do expansion for commodity flow generation capacities at each node and also to do expansion for commodity flow
capacities of each arc so that more flow can be transmitted among nodes. Thus, CEMNF is not only a commodity flow routing problem,
but also a commodity generation and flow planning problem, in which the increasing commodity demands need to be satisfied by
generation/transmission capacity expansions. The goal of CEMNF problems is to find the flow routes and capacity expansion plans
such that all flow demands are satisfied and the total cost of routing and planning is minimized.
High-performance distributed computing algorithms have been designed to solve classical linear network flow (LNF) problems have
been proposed. Solving the general CEMNF problems by high-performance distributed computing algorithms is an open research
question. The LNF problems can be formulated as linear programming models and algorithms have been proposed to solve them
efficiently on distributed computing platforms. But, the constraints of the CEMNF problems do not allow them to solve using the same
methodology. In this paper, we also develop a transformation method to transform CEMNF problems into LNF problems in polynomial
time and space complexity to solve them efficiently on distributed computing platforms. The results show that we can solve CEMNF
problems with high performance.
Index Terms—Augmented network flow problems, Classical linear network flow problems, Flow generation/transmission capacity
expansions in network flow problems, High performance distributed computing solution to solve CEMNF problems
F
1 MULTICOMMODITY NETWORK FLOW PROB-
LEM
IN classical linear network flow (LNF) problems, anetwork consists of multiple source and sink nodes,
where each node is a sink node or a source node, but
not both. Other nodes act as pass- through nodes where
the inflow is equal to the outflow. A set of links, each
with an associated cost and flow capacity, facilitates
flow of the commodities through them. A source node
generates a constant commodity flow and a sink node
consumes a constant commodity flow. Usually, there is
only one kind of commodity flow and the goal is to find
flow schedules and routes such that all sink nodes’ flow
demands are satisfied and the total flow transmission
cost is minimized.
The classical linear network flow (LNF) problems can
be represented as a directed graph (G(V,E)). In the
graph, two nodes u, v ∈ V are connected by an arc
(e ∈ E). The amount of flow on an arc is upperbounded
by the arc’s capacity. At each node (v ∈ V ), the amount
of flow into a node equals the amount of flow out
of it and the amount that is consumed by the node.
• Both authors are with Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50010, USA.
This kind of graph are used to model many real-world
problems such as transportation problems, air traffic
problems, telecommunication networks and electricity
flow through electrical transmission & distribution sys-
tems.
When more than one kind of commodity flow can be
generated and transmitted in the network, it is referred
to as a multicommodity network flow problem. Each
node can produce different commodities. For example, in
a electrical power generation and distribution network,
power may be generated using multiple resources such
as fossil or renewable, and each may be considered as
a separate commodity. Each node also consumes the
power to satisfy its local demand. Each node also can
sell power to other nodes to help them meet their local
demands. Different commodities may share the same
or different transmission systems. The flow on each arc
cannot exceed the transmission line capacity. The com-
modity flows also have to follow the flow conservation at
each node. Each node needs to maintain its commodity
flow conservation (infow − outflow = flow demand).
When total demand in the system is greater than the
total supply for a commodity or a group of tradable
commodities from the total current generation capac-
ity, we need to plan commodity generation capacity
expansions. In effect, we need to expand the classical
multicommodity linear Network Flow problems into ca-
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2pacity expansion multicommodity linear Network Flow
(CEMNF) problems, because we need to consider not
only flow routing but also new flow generation and flow
transmission capacity expansions.
1.1 A LNF problem formulation
LNF problems considered in this paper are formulated
as a directed graph with a set of nodes V and a set of
arcs E with aij being the associated cost of arc (i, j) and
fij being the flow of the arc (i, j). The primal problem
for a classical linear network flow (LNF) problem [14]
can be expressed by Eq. (1) and Figure 1. In Eq. (1),
aij , bij , cij and si are integers. Constants bij and cij are
lower and upper bounds of the flow on arc (i, j). si > 0
is the commodity flow supply of node i and si < 0 is
the commodity flow demand of node i. Equations (1b)
and (1c) represent the flow conservation and capacity
constraints, respectively. It is assumed that
∑
i∈V
si = 0
for problem feasibility. It is also assumed that there is
at most one arc in each direction between any pair of
nodes. The above LNF model is pictorially depicted in
Figure 1.
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
aijfij (1a)
s.t. ∑
{(i,j)∈E}
fij −
∑
{(j,i)∈E}
fij = si, ∀ i ∈ V (1b)
bij ≤ fij ≤ cij ,∀ (i, j) ∈ E (1c)
The corresponding multicommodity network flow
model formulation can be expressed as in Eq. 2 and
is pictorially depicted Figure 2. The model of Eq. (2) is
different from the model of Eq. 1 only in that it has flow
conservation constraints for each distinct kind of com-
modity flow. However, it assumes that all commodity
flows share the arc transmission capacity in Figure 2.
min
M∑
p=1
∑
(i,j)∈E
aijf
p
ij (2a)
s.t. ∑
{(i,j)∈E}
fpij −
∑
{(j,i)∈E}
fpij = s
p
i
∀ p ∈ P,∀ i ∈ V (2b)
bij ≤
M∑
p=1
fpij ≤ cij ,∀ (i, j) ∈ E (2c)
P is the set of all commodities
M is the size of P
r 
(si >0) 
u 
(si =0) 
v
(si =0) 
t 
(si <0) 
aru
bru ≤ fru ≤ cru
aut
but ≤ fut ≤ cut
avt
bvt ≤ fvt ≤ cvt
avu bvu ≤ fvu ≤ cvu
arv
brv ≤ frv ≤ crv
Fig. 1: A Classical Linear Flow Network (1)
r 
(spi >0) 
u 
(spi =0) 
v
(spi =0) 
t 
(spi <0) 
aru
bru ≤ Σfpru ≤ cru
aut
but ≤ Σfput ≤ cut
avt
bvt ≤ Σfpvt ≤ cvt
avu bvu ≤ fpvu ≤ cvu
arv
brv ≤ Σfprv ≤ crv
Fig. 2: A Classical Multicommodity Linear Flow
Network
1.2 CEMNF problem formulation
CEMNF problems are different from classical LNF prob-
lems in that they are not only flow scheduling, but
also supplemental flow generation planning problems.
From the above observation, we obtain a new conceptual
formulation for the capacity expansion multicommodity
network flow problems as follows:
min FlowGenCost+ FlowTranCost
such that
Each node meets its local demand
decision variables:
Commodity generated by expanded capacity
at each node
Commodity flow on each arc
Commodity flow transmission capacity
expansion on each arc
The above conceptual model is a new capacity
expansion multicommodity network flow problems
(CEMNF) formulation, which include new decision vari-
ables about the flow generation and transmission ca-
pacity expansions that are not considered in the clas-
sical multicommodity network flow problems. Another
difference is that each node in the above model is a
flow generator as well as a flow consumer. Nodes,
other than ”sources” and ”sinks,” do not consume any
commodity flows and maintain flow conservation, i.e.
inflow commodity = outflow commodity. The mathe-
matical notations that are used are summarized in Table
1.
With the notations in Table 1, we describe the formu-
lation for the above conceptual model as follows:
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3# Name Definitions
1 G(V,E) network with a node set V and an arc set E
2 u, v nodes in V , u, v ∈ V
3 uv an arc from node u to v, uv or (u, v) ∈ E
4 Xpuv flow of commodity p from u to v
5 p p ∈ P , P is set of commodities, |P | = N ,
p = 1, 2, · · · , N
6 Xgpv1 commodity p generated by existing capacity at
node v
7 Xgpv2 commodity p generated by expansion capacity at
node v
8 Cgpv commodity p generation capacity at node v
9 ∆Cgpv commodity p generation capacity expansion at
node v
10 Tuv capacity of arc uv ∈ E
11 ∆Tuv the arc uv ∈ E capacity expansion
12 Rgpv Requirement for commodity p at node v in [0, 1]
13 RgpG Requirement for commodity p in graph G in [0, 1]
14 Dv demand for commodity p at node v
15 Zp objective cost function include
(Xp, Xgp,∆Cgp,∆T )
16 X˜p commodity p flow vector in G, {Xpuv |uv ∈ E}
17 X˜gp commodity p generation vector in G, {Xgpv |v ∈ V }
18 ∆˜Cgp generation capacity expansion vector for
commodity p ∈ P in G, {∆Cgpv |v ∈ V }
19 ∆˜T arc capacity expansion vector in G, {∆Tuv |uv ∈ E}
20 Bgpv upperbound for commodity p generation expansion
at v ∈ V
21 BTuv upperbound for arc {uv ∈ E} capacity expansion
TABLE 1: Mathematical symbols used in the capacity
expansion multicommodity network flow problems
min Zp(X˜p, X˜gp, ∆˜Cgp, ∆˜T ) (3a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(Xgpv1 +X
gp
v2 +
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) = Dv
(∀ v ∈ V, ∀ p ∈ P ) (3b)
Xgpv1 ≤ Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (3c)
Xgpv2 ≤ ∆Cgpv , ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (3d)
N∑
p=1
Xpuv ≤ Tuv + ∆Tuv , ∀ uv ∈ E (3e)
where :
0 ≤ ∆Cgpv ≤ Bgpv , ∀ v ∈ V (3f)
0 ≤ ∆Tuv ≤ BTuv, ∀ uv ∈ E (3g)
decisionvariables :
Xpuv, X
gp
v1 , X
gp
v2 ,∆C
gp
v ,∆Tuv ∈ R+ (3h)
The explanations of the constraints of Model in Eq. (3) are
summarized in Table 2. Model in Eq. (3) is a general opti-
mization model. The model can be used for many real-world
problems related to commodity generation and transmission
scheduling. For example, long-term energy investment plan-
ning problems can be summarized using this model because
energy demand of each location in a country or region needs
to be satisfied and also the energy generation and transmis-
sion are constrained by local generation capacities and related
transmission capacities.
An example of usage of model (3) for the capacity expansion
multicommodity network flow problems is demonstrated in
Figure 3. Each arc is associated with a flow cost coefficient
# Explanation
3a total cost of all commodity flow, generation, and generation &
transmission capacity expansion
3b commodity flow, generation and consumption conservation
at v ∈ V i.e. commodity inflow - outflow + generation
= commodity
3c Upperbound constraint for commodity p generated by existing
generation capacity at node v ∈ V
3d Upperbound constraint for commodity p generated by
expansion capacity at node v ∈ V
3e Upperbound constraint for commodity flows on arc uv ∈ E
3f Commodity generation capacity expansion upperbound
3g Arc uv ∈ E capacity expansion upperbound
3h These are decision variables of the model
TABLE 2: The summary of explanation of constraints in
model 3
(aij) from node i to j. The same definition also applies in
Figure 1. At each node, the constraint in Eq. (3b), (3c) and
(3d) need to be satisfied. Eq. (3b) is specified for commodity
demand at the node, Eq. (3d) is for existing generation capacity
at the node and Eq. (3d) is for commodity generation capacity
expansion at the node. For each arc, a commodity flow cost is
charged when the flow goes through the arc. It is the product of
the arc-associated cost coefficient aij and the commodity flow
amount (Xpij) on arc ij ∈ E. Each arc is also associated with
the constraint Eq. (3e), which is for flow transmission capacity
expansion on the arc.
r
Eq. (3b) (Dpr>0)
Eq. (3c) (3d) & 
(3e)
u 
Eq. (3b) (Dpu>0)
Eq. (3c) (3d) & 
(3e)
v
Eq. (3b) (Dpv>0)
Eq. (3c) (3d) & 
(3e)
t
Eq. (3b) (Dpt>0)
Eq. (3c) (3d) & 
(3e)
aru
Eq. (3e)
aut
avt
avu
arv
Eq. (3e) Eq. (3e)
Eq. (3e)
Eq. (3e)
Eq. (3b) satisfies 
commodity demand (Dp) at 
each node. 
Eq. (3e) satisfies 
requirements for the 
commodity with property 
p’ at each node.
Eq. (3g) allows the arc 
transmission capacity 
expansion between 
nodes.
All nodes need to satisfy 
requirements of Eq. (3f)
for the commodity with 
property p’ at the whole 
network.
Eq. (3c&d) allows 
commodity generation 
capacity expansion at each 
node
Fig. 3: An example of model (3) for the capacity
expansion multicommodity network flow problems.
Figure 3 has the same network topology in Figure 1.
Both of them have four nodes (r, t, u, v ∈ V ) and five arcs
(cu, ut, rv, vt, vu ∈ E). In Figure 1, si represents the commodity
resources at node i. si > 0 means that the node supplies the
commodity; si < 0 means that the node absorbs (consumes)
commodity; si = 0 means that the node neither generates nor
consumes any commodity and it maintain flow conservation.
Each arc is associated with a flow cost, e.g. aru for arc ru. Each
arc also has an upper bound (e.g. cru) and lower bound (e.g.
bru). The flow on each arc is bounded by the upper and lower
bounds of the arc e.g. bru ≤ fru ≤ cru.
In this paper, we propose a solution methodology to solve
CEMNF problems. The paper is organized as follows. We
present related works in the domain of network flow problems
in Section 2. In Section 3, we present a comparison between the
classical linear network flow (LNF) problems and the capacity
expansion network flow (CEMNF) problems. In Section 3.1, we
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4compare and analyze the complexity of (LNF) and (CEMNF)
problems. In Section 4, we present a method to transform
CEMNF problems into classical LNF problems. In Section 5,
we present a proof about the equivalence of the transformation
from (CEMNF) formulation into (LNF) formulation on the
basis of the transformation method proposed in the previous
section. In Section 6, we present some computation results
depicting both accuracy and time-saving. In Section 8, we
present the conclusions.
2 SOLVING MULTICOMMODITY NETWORK
FLOW PROBLEMS
Usually large-scale multicommodity network flow problems,
modeled using linear programming, integer programming, or
non-linear programming, are large in size, requiring longer
run-times to solve. Parallel (or distributed) computing algo-
rithms are often used to compute the solutions faster. Classical
LNF problems can be solved using a distributed computing
algorithms presented in [14] efficiently because the algorithm
support decomposition of a linear network by nodes so that
each node can be scheduled to a distinct processor which
performs the computation associated with that node on a
multi-processor system.
The authors of [7] proposed an -relaxation method to solve
the problems. Since the problem has the flow conservation
constraint at each node (the total input flow is equal to the total
output flow), the constraint of each node is associated with a
Lagrange multiplier and put into the objective function. The
new problem is the dual of the original primal problem. The
dual cost function has a separable form, which can be solved
using Gauss-Seidel relaxation (or coordinate ascent) method.
At each node, its Lagrange multiplier (also called dual price)
is changed in a direction of improvement of the dual cost
while keeping the other prices unchanged. Because the dual
cost function is separable so that each node’s dual problem
can be solved in parallel.
The -relaxation method allows each single node’s dual price
to change even if these may worsen the dual cost. If the cost
deterioration is small, the algorithm can finally approach the
optimal solution. An exact solution can be obtained in a finite
number of iterations because the arc costs are integer. The key
point of the method is that each dual price change improves the
dual cost of a perturbed problem, in which some of the arc cost
coefficients are modified by a small amount . The -relaxation
method can be implemented in a message passing system.
A separate processor is assigned to each node, which runs
relaxation iterations and communicates the results to adjacent
processors. The nodes without arcs connected to each other are
contained in the same subset. In each iteration of the algorithm,
a subset is selected and each node in the same subset runs a
relaxation iteration in parallel.
In [1], the authors summarized the message routing problem
in data communication networks, and presented a convex mul-
ticommodity flow problem. They discussed several solution
techniques proposed for solving such large-scale convex opti-
mization problems. They found that the difficulty of solving
convex multicommodity flow problems was caused by the
coupling constraints (which link variables together) and also by
the large size of the real-world problems. This issue can be ad-
dressed by decomposition methods. A large problem is decom-
posed into subproblems that find flows for the individual com-
modities and coordinate the flows between the commodities
to satisfy the joint capacity constraint. The authors reviewed
four algorithms that can solve nonlinear convex models with
decomposition methods by using their special structures. The
first algorithm is the Flow Deviation Method [8], which is used
to solve transportation and telecommunication models. The al-
gorithm can easily generate feasible solutions by shortest path
calculations and shows fast convergence in early iterations.
The second algorithm is Projected Newton Method [7] , which
interchanges shortest path calculations with projected Newton
steps. It also yields convergence if twice differentiable objective
functions are available. The third algorithm is Analytic Center
Cutting Plane Method, in which the problem (that needs to
be solved) is transformed into a non-differentiable problem
with much smaller size. A specialized algorithm (e.g. standard
cutting plane method [5]) for non-differentiable optimization is
used to solve the transformed problem. The fourth algorithm
is Proximal Decomposition Method. It is a specialized version
of the partial inverse method designed by [6] for constrained
programs. Its good performance mainly depends on the arc-
path formulation.
In the data communication network problems studied in [1],
each commodity has a single source-sink pair and specified
traffic quantity must be sent between the source and sink. This
is different from our augmented commodity flow model, in
which each node is a commodity source and also a sink. The
work of [1] focuses on finding a min-flow-cost path between a
pair of source and sink nodes in a network and that satisfies
each arc’s flow capacity limitations. Moreover, their model
does not consider closely complicating constraints, such as
percentage requirements for some commodities with some
specified properties at node or network levels.
In [9], the authors implemented the basis-partitioning
simplex method to solve multicommodity-flow benchmark
problems, which are multi-time-period logistics models from
NETLIB [10] library. In the basis-partitioning simplex method,
the side constraints are dropped and the resulting network
problems are solved for each commodity. The full problem is
solved by using the network solution as part of an advanced
basis using the partitioned basis, in which the working explicit
inverse has fewer dimensions, less than or equal to the number
of side constraints. Their results show that the extremely large
multicommodity flow problems can be solved on workstations.
The objective function is to minimize commodity costs. The
network constraints require that the commodity supply, de-
mand, and shipping-route requirements must be satisfied. The
models also have joint capacity constraints for flow capacity.
The network constraints matrix have diagonal block structure,
which can be decomposed into submodels for each commodity
and solved in parallel. The research work in [9] mainly focus
on the problems from logics and the requirements about com-
modity properties are not considered.
3 COMPARISON BETWEEN LNF AND CEMNF
The two problems, namely LNF and CEMNF, differ in sig-
nificant ways as described in Table 3. The different goals of
LNF and CEMNF problems show that CEMNF problems need
to manage additional issues such as arc capacity expansions
and node generation capacity expansions. Moreover, these
requirements may have to meet specified properties at node
levels and at network level. Other differences include the
decision variables. In CEMNF problems, we need to consider
the expansion capacity of arcs and the generation capacity
of nodes in the network. In addition, all flow conservation
constraints need to be satisfied.
3.1 Complexity of CEMNF
The complexity of CEMNF problems is higher due to the
following factors.
1) The commodity generation capacity expansion (Eq. (3d))
makes the node flow conservation more complex than
LNF problems. This can help satisfy commodity demand
of the node and reduce the cost of buying the commodity
from other nodes.
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5Problem LNF CEMNF Problems
Property Problems
Goal Find a minimum Find a minimum cost -
cost commodity generation/transmission
flow in a convex and commodity capacity
network with expansions - in a convex
convex objective network with convex
function and objective function and
constraints such constraints such that
that all nodes (i) commodity demands of
flow conservations all nodes are met; (ii) the
are met commodity generation
requirements meet
specified properties
Objective Minimize the total Minimize the total cost of
Function cost of commodity commodity generation,
transmission flow and expansions in
in the network the network G(V,E), ref. to
G(V,E), ref. to (1a) (Eq. 3a)
Decision the commodity flow (i) Xpuv - the commodity p
Variables on arc (i, j), flow on arc (uv)
defined as fij , (ii) X
gp
v - the commodity p
in model of Eq. (1) generation at node v
(iii) ∆Cgpv - generation
capacity expansion
at node v (iv) ∆Tuv
- transmission capacity
expansion on arc (uv)
Flow Total inflow - total Commodity generation +
Conservation outflow at node j, inflow-outflow =
Constraint (refer to Eq. (1b)) commodity demand
at node v,
(refer to Eq. (3b))
Commodity None Commodity generated at
Generation node v is upperbounded
Capacity by existing generation and
Constraint expansion for p (refer to
Eq. (3c), (3d)
Commodity Flow on arc (i, j) Commodity transmitted on
Transmission are bounded between arc (uv): upperbounded by
Capacity bij and cij . existing + expansion
Constraint (refer to Eq. (1c)) capacity (refer to Eq. (3e))
others aij , bij , cij ∈ R Coefficients are real
numbers
TABLE 3: A comparisons between LNF problems and
CEMNF problems
2) The arc capacity expansion (Eq. (3e)) allows more flow
transmitted on arcs among nodes. This can help reduce
total flow cost if some commodities can be transmitted
among nodes with cheaper transmission cost on some
arcs.
3) CEMNF problems model has four kinds of decision
variables (Eq. (3h)); the LNF problem model has only
one kind of decision variables (Eq. (1b)). This greatly
increases the problem dimensions and the difficulties of
searching optimal solutions.
The above three points make CEMNF problems more com-
plex in terms of run-time for searching optimal solutions
because the solution space is much larger than that of LNF
problems. In the CEMNF problem, new generated commodi-
ties expand the solution space where we need to search for the
optimal solution. The more flow transmissions accommodated
by arc capacity expansions also expand the possible solution
spaces.
From the model of Eq. 1 of LNF, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we
note that there are only one type of decision variables - flow
transmissions on arc, which is referred to as fij . There is only
one type of constraint (Eq. 1b), which keeps flow conservation
at each node of LNF. According to the -relaxation algorithm in
[14], the equality constraints allow that the model formulation
of Eq. 1, which is a constrained optimization model formula-
tion, can be transformed into an unconstrained optimization
model formulation by multiplying a Lagrangian multiplier
with each constraint equality of Eq. 1b and then add each
product to the objective function Eq. 1a. In this way, each
term in the new objective function can be decomposed into
separate computing tasks, which can be performed by parallel
computing framework on multi-computer systems.
In the model of Eq. (3) of CEMNF, the constraints of Eq.
(3c), (3d) and Eq. (3e) are inequalities and a decision variables
not only include flow transmission like the model of Eq. (3),
but also include flow generation and transmission capacity
expansions variables. Thus the -relaxation algorithm cannot
be applied to CEMNF directly. In the next section we propose
a method to transform CEMNF formulations into LNF formu-
lations so that the -relaxation algorithm can be used to solve
CEMNF using a parallel computing solution.
4 FROM CEMNF TO LNF
In this section, we propose a transformation methodology, that
transforms our CEMNF problems into LNF problems. We will
show the transformation methodology (Algorithm Decompo-
sitionTransform) step by step in the following sections.
4.1 Algorithmic Formulation
Let G(V,E) be the given network topology with |V | nodes
and |E| arcs connecting these |V | nodes in G(V,E), which
has |P | commodities (P is the set of commodities with distinct
properties) and the vector CT whose components are genera-
tion/transmission cost parameters for each node and edge in
G(V,E). We use the symbols in Table 4, and functions in Table
5, in addition to the symbols defined in Table 1. We also present
explanations of the algorithm (DecompositionTransform) us-
ing graphs shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7.
Symbols Definition
CTSvp the generation cost for commodity p ∈ P ) in node v
CTEvp the expansion cost for commodity p ∈ P in node v
CTLbvu−Tu the transmission cost of arc vu ∈ E
CTLevu−Tu the transmission capacity expansion cost of arc vu
TABLE 4: The definitions of cost coefficients for
generation and transmission capacities of Model in Eq.
(9)
Syntax Symbol Function
G′ ←− Λv Add a subnode in graph where
Λv ∈ {Dv , Svp , Evp , T v , Lfvu |}
p ∈ P, v ∈ V, vu is an arc between
v and u, f = {b, e} into G′ ;
Assign values to each subnode as follows:
Dv = Dv , Svp = C
v
gp, and Evp = B
gp
v .
The right hand side symbols are
defined in model of Eq. 3 and Table 1
((A,B)|(0, UP,CT )) Add an arc from subnode A ∈ Λv to
subnode B ∈ Λv with the arc
transmission capacity between 0 and UP
and transmission cost as CT
TABLE 5: syntax of the algorithmic formulation of the
transformation
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6Algorithm - DecompositionTransform
Input: G(V,E) (e.g. Fig. 4)
Output: G′(V ′, E′) (e.g. Fig. 7)
G′(V ′, E′) = ∅;
// add subnodes S,E,D, T,∀v ∈ V to G′
foreach node v ∈ V do
V ′ ←− V ′ ∪ {Dv, T v, Svp , Evp , p = 1, 2, ..., |P |};
//Assign flow demand/supply to each new
subnode
Dv = Dv, S
v
p = C
v
gp, E
v
p = B
gp
v , T
v = 0; // Add
new arcs between S, D, E and T
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(Svp , Dv)|(0,+∞, CT vsp),
(Evp , D
v
p)|(0,+∞, CT vep),
(T v, Dvp)|(0,+∞, 0), p = 1, ..., |P |};
end
// for each arc of G, add node L and arcs between
// L and T , S or D and L to G′
foreach arc vu ∈ E between node v and u with v 6= u
do
V ′ ←− V ′ ∪ {(Lbvu, Levu)}; //Assign flow
//demand/supply to each new subnode L
Lbvu = 0, L
e
vu = 0;
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(Lbvu, Tu)|(0,+∞, 0),
(Levu, T
u)|(0,+∞, 0)};
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(Svp , Lbvu)|(0,+∞, CT sp ),
(Evp , L
b
vu)|(0,+∞, CT vep), p = 1, ..., |P |};
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(T v, Lbvu)|(0,+∞, 0),
(T v, Levu)|(0,+∞, 0)};
end
4.2 Augmented single-commodity network flow
problems decomposed into subnodes for -relaxation
algorithm
Figure 4 shows an example of four connected nodes in LNF
problems. Figure 5 shows the decomposition of the nodes
and arcs in Figure 4 of CEMNF into subnodes. In Figure 5,
each node is decomposed into subnodes. Each arc between
two nodes in Figure 4 is decomposed into two subnodes and
multiple arcs. The subnode Lbij represent the existing trans-
mission capacity between node i and j. When the arc between
subnode Lbxv and T v is saturated, the arc between subnode
Lexv and T v (transmission capacity expansion arc) is used. The
arc cost of the latter is more expensive than the former since
the transmission capacity expansion is usually more expansion
than using the existing capacity. Figure 6 shows that each node
in the CEMNF problem can also be decomposed into subnodes
when there are multiple (P) commodities with existing and
expansion capacities.
4.3 Augmented network flow problems reduction
Table 6 presents the symbols used in the section for analysis
of CEMNF problems.
In Table 6, Figures 5, 6 and Fig. 7, Svi represents the existing
flow generation variable flow i; Evi represents the flow gener-
ation capacity expansion variable of flow i; D is the demand
that needs to be satisfied by the sum of flow i from Svi , Evi
and flow transmitted from other nodes. However, we do not
name meaning, all symbols are for each node v
Svi the existing generation capacity of commodity i
Evi the generation expansion capacity of commodity i
Svi the maximum existing generation capacity of commodity i
Evi the maximum generation expansion capacity of commodity i
DUv the local pseudo demand subnode
DUG the global pseudo demand node in the network G(V,E)
TABLE 6: The symbols used for analysis of CEMNF
problems
know the actual values of Svi and Evi , which are variables.
This is a barrier in reduction from our augmented network
flow problems (CEMNF) to classical network flow problems
(LNF). In CEMNF problems, since we set Svi to be the maximal
available generation capacity (Svi ). However, flows from other
nodes’ Svj or Evj can be transmitted to node i to satisfy part of
node i’s demand with the lower generation and transmission
costs are the cost of Svi . Therefore, we need to create provision
in the model to not expand Svi from its existing value if not
desired for optimization.
The value of Evi is determined by the maximum available
generation capacity (Evi ) and the total demand of the network
as follows.
Evi = min{Evi ,
∑
v∈V
Dv} (4)
By setting the values of Svi and Evi to the maximum possible
generation capacity, we create excess capacity at many nodes in
the network. We already have paths to allow flow transmission
among nodes such that the demands of the ”hungry” nodes,
i.e. nodes for which
|P |∑
i=1
Svi +
|P |∑
i=1
Evi < D
v , can be satisfied with
the flows from its neighbor nodes. After meeting the demands
of the hungry nodes, the system may still have excess capacity.
If it is not the case, then there is no feasible solutions as the
total demand exceeds the total generation capacity. We assume
that this is not the case and the system has a feasible solution.
Therefore, in order to maintain flow conservation in the whole
network, we create a global pseudo demand node (DUG).
From each node v, we create a path to DUG using a flow-
bypass subnode DUv through which the ”extra” flows from
Evi and Svi can be absorbed by DUG. In Fig. 7 demonstrate
the node DUG and the absorption paths to it. As shown, the
global pseudo demand node (DUG) is connected to DUv and
it has no output arcs. The DUv is a flow-bypass node and it
does not have its own flow demand and supply. Its total flow
input is equal to its total flow output. The value of DUG is
determined as given below in Eq. 5.
DUG =
∑
v∈V
(
|P |∑
p=1
(Svi + E
v
i ))−
∑
v∈V
Dv (5)
We set the cost of the arcs between DUvs and DUG as 0 and
capacity as +∞. The cost of the arcs between Evp and DUv also
is 0 and transmission capacity also is +∞. The above set-up
for the arc costs and capacities make it possible that the flows
from redundant expanded capacities to be absorbed by DUG
without any impacts on the total generation and transmission
costs in the whole network. In this way, we guarantee that the
global flow balance in the whole network in maintained. Our
transformation allows any node that can economically generate
a flow and transmit it to a needed node to do so. Also, notice
that any flow from any nodes to DUG is in fact need not be
generated. It is only a modeling convenience to allow flexibility
in determining the most suitable generation points.
The LNF problem obtained this way is solved using an
appropriate method. The solution will consist of all the flow
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7on different arcs. Since any flow to DUG is not to be even
generated, the actual generation and expansion capacity Svi
and Evi at each node v ∈ V for each commodity i ∈ P can be
modified as follows.
Svi = S
v
i − (flow from Svi to DUv) (6a)
Evi = E
v
i − (flow from Evi to DUv) (6b)
In the following section, we present formal analysis and
mathematical proof for DecompositionTransform (Section 4.1)
by setting the equivalence between the two formulations and
make some observations on the results.
5 THE TRANSFORMATION FROM CEMNF
PROBLEMS TO LNF PROBLEMS
In Section 3.1, we have shown a method for transforming a
node and an arc in CEMNF network into multiple subnodes
such that the flow conservation can be maintained at each
node. This makes it possible to transform CEMNF into LNF
problems, which can be solved using the algorithm in [14]
in parallel computing environment. To be able to compare
CEMNF and LNF models side by side, we reproduce Model
in Eq. (3) and Model in Eq. 1 below for easy reading.
min Zp(X˜p, X˜gp, ∆˜Cgp, ∆˜T ) (7a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(Xgpv1 +X
gp
v2 +
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) = Dv
∀u, v ∈ V, uv, vu ∈ E (7b)
Xgpv1 ≤ Cgpv , ∀ p ∈ P, ∀v ∈ V (7c)
Xgpv2 ≤ ∆Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, ∀v ∈ V (7d)
|P |∑
p=1
Xpuv ≤ Tuv + ∆Tuv , ∀ uv ∈ E (7e)
where :
0 ≤ ∆Cgpv ≤ Bgpv , ∀ v ∈ V (7f)
0 ≤ ∆Tuv ≤ BTuv, ∀ v ∈ V (7g)
decision variables :
Xpuv, X
gp
v1 , X
gp
v2 ,∆C
gp
v ,∆Tuv ∈ R+ (7h)
The LNF model formulation :
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
aijfij (8a)
s.t. ∑
{(i,j)∈E}
fij −
∑
{(j,i)∈E}
fij = si, ∀ i ∈ V (8b)
bij ≤ fij ≤ cij , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (8c)
Given a CEMNF problem in Eq. 7, we transform it into
an LNF model of Eq. (8). In model of Eq. (7), there are four
decision variables of Model in Eq. (8), there is one decision
variable. Constraints of Eq. (7c) and Eq. (7e) specify the flow
generation and transmission capacity expansions. We trans-
form them to node flow conservation constraints like in Eq.
(8b). After transformation, the decision variable in model of
Eq. 7 are reduced to only one type - the flow on arc type,
which is the only type of decision variable in model of Eq. 8.
Symbol Meaning
Svp −Dv an arc between subnode Svp to subnode Dv in node
v ∈ V .
Evp −Dv an arc between subnode Evp to subnode Dv in node
v ∈ V .
DUG the global pseudo demand node, absorbs extra flow
DUv a flow-bypass subnode, total inflow = total outflow
XSvp−Lbvu the flow on the arc from subnode S
v
p to subnode Lbvu
XSvp−Levu the flow on the arc from subnode S
v
p to subnode Levu
XEvp−Lbvu the flow on the arc from subnode E
v
p to subnode Lbvu
XEvp−Levu the flow on the arc from subnode E
v
p to subnode Levu
XTv−Lbuv the flow on the arc from subnode T
v to subnode Lbuv
XTv−Leuv the flow on the arc from subnode T
v to subnode Leuv
XTv−Dv the flow from subnode T v to subnode Dv in node v
TABLE 7: The sym bols used in node transformation
5.1 Flow Conservation at a node
The transformed CEMNF model.
min Z(X˜) (9a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(XSvp−Dv +XEvp−Dv +XTv−Dv ) = Dv, ∀v ∈ V
(9b)
|P |∑
p=1
XSvp−DUv +
|P |∑
p=1
XEvp−DUv = XDUv−DUG,
∀v ∈ V (9c)
Cgpv = XSvp−Dv +XSvp−DUv+∑
vu∈E
(XSvp−Lbvu +XSvp−Levu) (9d)
Bgpv = XEvp−Dv +XEvp−DUv+∑
vu∈E
(XEvp−Lbvu +XEvp−Levu) (9e)∑
uv∈E
(XLbuv−Tv +XLeuv−Tv ) = XTv−Dv+∑
vk∈E
(XTv−Lb
vk
+XTv−Le
vk
) (9f)
|P |∑
p=1
(XSvp−Lbvk +XEvp−Lbvk +XTv−Lbvk ) = XLbvk
(9g)
|P |∑
p=1
(XSvp−Levk +XEvp−Levk +XTv−Levk ) = XLevk
(9h)
|V |∑
v=1
XDUv−DUG = DUG (9i)
decision variables :
X˜ = {XSvp−Dv , XEvp−Dv , XSvp−DUv , XEvp−DUv ,
XSvp−Lbvu , XSvp−Levu , XEvp−Lbvu , XSvp−Levu ,
XTv−Dv , XTv−Lbvu , XTv−Levu ,
XLeuv−Tv , XLbuv−Tv , XDUv−DUG
| ∀ p ∈ P, ∀ u, v, k ∈ V, ∀ uv, vu, vk ∈ E} (9j)
XLb
vk
−Tk ≤ Tvk, XLevk−Tk ≤ B
T
vk (9k)
Eqs. (9d, 9e, 9f, 9g, 9h) hold ∀v ∈ V
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Node 
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Node 
Y
Node 
W
From other nodes
From other nodes
to other
to other
From other nodes
nodes
nodes
Fig. 4: An example of four connected nodes in CEMNF
S: exiSting flow generation subnode
E: capacity Expansion flow generation subnode
T: Transmitted flow subnode
Lbuv
Leuv
All these arcs have 
infinitive capacity 
and CT cost, 
where a = {U, V, Y, W} 
b = { S, E },   c = { D }
Lbij (Leij) subnode’s output arc’s 
capacity Tij (BTij) is the existing 
(expanded) capacity of the arc 
from node i to node j
Node U
Node V
Tbuv
BTuv
Lbvy
Levy
Lbvw
Levw
Node Y
Node W
Tvy
BTvy
Tvw
BTvw
Connected to 
other nodes
Connected to 
other nodes
(+∞,0)
(+∞,       )
(+∞,0)
(+∞,0)
D: Demand request subnode (no output arcs)
(+∞,0)
1
CT : the cost coefficients of  corresponding  
generation/transmission decision variables 
Du S
u
CT
sd
u
Eu
Tu
Dv
Tv
Sv
Ev
Dy
Ty
Sy
Ey
Tw
Dw Sw
Ew
G(V,E)
(+∞,       )CTedu
(+∞,       )CTsdv
(+∞,       )CTedv
(+∞,       )CTsdy
(+∞,       )CTedy
(+∞,       )CTsdw
(+∞,       )CTedw
(+∞,       )CTbc
a
(+∞,       )CTbc
a
Fig. 5: The nodes in single-commodity CEMNF decomposed into subnodes
In this section, we propose the model in Eq. (9) that describe
LNF problems transfermed from CEMNF problems. We use
node v in Figure 7 as an example to show the flow conservation
equations for each subnode. The symbols used in the this sec-
tion and following sections are presented in Table 7. We notice
that we need to maintain the following flow conservations.
(1) For subnode D, the sum of all input flows to subnode
Dv is equal to the local demand of node v, i.e. Eq. (9b).
(2) For subnode DU , the sum of all input flows from
existing and expanded flow generation capacity is equal to
the pseudo demand, i.e. Eq. (9c).
(3) For subnode Sp, p ∈ P , the sum of all output flows is
equal to the existing generation capacity of flows p ∈ P , i.e
Eq. (9d).
(4) For subnode Ep, p ∈ P , the sum of all output flows is
equal to its flow to subnodes D and DU and transmission
subnodes Lb and Le, which connect node v to its output
nodes, i.e. Eq. (9e).
(5) For subnode T , the sum of all input flows from others
nodes is equal to the flow going to its local demand node D
and the sum of its output flows to other nodes, i.e. Eq. (9f).
(6) For node Lbij , the sum of all its input flows is equal to
its output flow, i.e. Eq. (9g).
(7) For node Leij , the sum of all its input flows is equal to
its output flow, i.e. Eq. (9h).
These constraints lead to Model in Eq. (9), where the con-
straints are held for all v ∈ V .
The constraints of Model in Eq. (9) are systematically equiv-
alent to the constraints of Model in Eq. (7). The visualization
of the transformation is expressed in Figures 4 and 7. Next, we
show that the two models are equivalent.
Equivalence 1: The constraints of Eq. (7b), Eq. (7c) and Eq.
(7d) in the model of Eq. (7) are equivalently transformed into the
constraints of Eq. (9b), Eq. (9c), Eq. (9d), Eq. (9e) and Eq. (9f).
Proof:
In the constraint of Eq. (7b),
|P |∑
p=1
(
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) is
the net inflow to node v, which is equivalent to XTv−Dv in
constraint Eq. (9b). It is the difference between the inflow from
all nodes connected to node v and the outflow to all nodes
connected to node v.
Xgpv is the flow generated by the existing generation capacity
and expanded capacity. This is expressed by the constraint Eq.
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9T: Transmission flow subnode
: exiSting flow, p generation subnodes for p commodities
: capacity Expansion flow, p generation subnodes
D: Demand request subnode (no output arcs)
All costs are associated with links and capacities of nodes and 
links are controlled based on the original and/or pseudo values 
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Node U
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To other nodes
From other nodes
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u
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u
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v
S1
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y
E1
y
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y
Ep
y
Ty
Dy
Dw
S1
w
E1
w
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w
Ep
w
Tw
G (V,E)
Arcs have ∞ capacity. Cost 
of arcs to Lb and Le nodes 
are the existing and 
expansion costs
Capacity of output arc from Lbuv
(Leuv) is the existing (expansion) 
capacity from node u to node v. Cost 
is original (expansion) cost  
Ei
Si
Fig. 6: The nodes in multi-commodity CEMNF decomposed into subnodes
Lbuv
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Node W
From other nodes
(∞,0)Node V
(∞,0)
All costs associated with links. 
Nodes and links capacities controlled 
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DUG
(+∞,0)
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w
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w
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w
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To other nodes
Arcs have ∞ capacity. Cost 
of arcs to Lb and Le nodes 
are the existing and 
expansion costs
Capacity of output arc from Lbuv
(Leuv) is the existing (expansion) 
capacity from node u to node v. Cost 
is original (expansion) cost  
T: Transmission flow subnode
: exiSting p commodities generation subnodes
: capacity Expansion for p commodities
D: Demand request subnode (no output)
DU: A Demand pseUdo subnode (no supply/demand)
DUG: Demand pseUdo Glogbal subnode (no output)
Si
Ei
Fig. 7: The nodes in CEMNF decomposed into subnodes with global pseudo demand node added
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(7c) and Eq. (7d). Here, Xgpv1 is generated by C
gp
v and X
gp
v2
is generated by ∆Cgpv . The first is generated by the existing
capacity in node v, which is XSvp−Dv in Eq. (9b). The second
is generated by the expanded capacity in node v, which is
XEvp−Dv in Eq. (9b).
In order to transform Eq. (7c) into an equality, we add a
slack variable such that :
Xgpv1 + Slack generation = C
gp
v ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (10)
The Slack generation can be decomposed into three parts:
(1) the flow going to Lbvu; (2) the flow going to Levu; and (3) the
flow going to DUv . The first part is the flow that is transmitted
to another node u through the existing transmission capacity
of the arc vu. The second part is the flow that is transmitted to
another node u through the expanded transmission capacity of
the arc vu. The third part is the flow that cannot be consumed
by the local demand Dv and the other nodes. This ”extra” flow
needs to be consumed by the local pseudo node DUv .
We can do the same analysis for Xgpv2 . We add a slack variable
to Eq. (7d) and also replace ∆Cgpv with Bgpv such that:
Xgpv2 + Slack generation = B
gp
v ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (11)
The Slack generation can also be decomposed into three
parts: (1) the flow going to Lbvu; (2) the flow going to Levu;
and (3) the flow going to DUv . The first part is the flow
that is transmitted to another node u through the existing
transmission capacity of the arc vu to node u. The second part
is the flow that is transmitted to another node u through the
expanded transmission capacity of the arc vu to node u. The
third part is the flow that cannot be consumed by the local
demand Dv and its connected neighboring nodes. This ”extra”
flow needs to be consumed by the local pseudo node DUv .
The sum of flow from Svp to DUv and from Evp to DUv are
absorbed by DUG, which is responsible for absorbing all these
kinds of ”extra” flows from all nodes v ∈ V . Thus, we have:
|P |∑
p=1
XSvp−DUv+
|P |∑
p=1
XEvp−DUv = XDUv−DUG ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V
The above analysis shows that Eq. (7b) can be transformed
into Eq. (9b); Eq. (7c) can be transformed into Eq. (9d) and Eq.
(7e) can be transformed into Eq. (9e). They are summarized in
Table 8.
Next, we prove the transformation for flow transmission
part by proposing Equivalence 2.
Equivalence 2: The constraints of Eq. (7e) in model of Eq. (7)
is equivalent to the constraints of Eq. (9f), Eq. (9g), and Eq. (9h) of
Model in Eq. (9).
Proof: The left-hand side term of Eq. (7e) is the flow on
the arcs between any connected node u and v in Figure 4. It
can be decomposed into two parts. Part 1 is the flow through
the existing transmission capacity between any connected two
node pairs. Part 2 is the flow through the expended transmis-
sion capacity between the connected node pairs. In Figure 7,
one arc connecting node u and v is decomposed into two arcs.
One arc (its capacity upperbounded by T buv) goes to node T v
and another arc (its capacity upperbounded by BTuv) goes to
node T v .
Because we add the subnodes Svp , Evp and T vd inside a node
v in Figure 4, the output arcs from these nodes go to the
transmission nodes Lbvx and Levx for any connected node pairs
v and x in Figure 4. Thus, the left-hand side term of Eq. (7e)
can be decompose into three parts in Figure 7. Part 1 is the
flow from the subnode Svp ; Part 2 is the flow from subnode
Evp ; and Part 3 is the flow from subnode T v . The sum of the
Transformation Related Function
variables
(7b) → (9b) XSvp−Dv The flows from existing generation
XEvp−Dv capacity, expanded capacity and
XTv−Dv transmissions from other nodes are
used to satisfy local demand Dv .
(7b) → (9c) XEvp−DUv Part of flow from existing and
XSvp−DUv expanded generation capacity go to
pseudo demand DUv subnode.
This expansion need not be done.
(7b) → (9d) XSvp−Dv This is decomposition of the existing
(7c) → (9d) XSvp−Lbvu generation capacity. Some of the flow
(7d) → (9d) XSvp−Levu from generation capacity go to satisfy
XSvp−DUv local demand D
v ; remaining go to
the other nodes through transmission
nodes Lbvu or Levu. The unused
capacity goes to DUG through DUv .
(7b) → (9e) XEvp−Dv This is decomposition of the expanded
(7c) → (9e) XEvp−Lbvu generation capacity. Some of the flow
XEvp−Levu from expanded capacity go to satisfy
XEvp−DUv local demand D
v ; remaining go to
the other nodes through transmission
nodes Lbvu or Levu. The unused
capacity goes to DUG through DUv .
(7e) → (9f) XLbuv−Tv This is about flow transmissions
(9g) XLeuv−Tv conservation between connected nodes.
(9h) XTv−Lb
vk
Transmission nodes T v receives
XTv−Le
vk
input flows from each node u
XSvp−Lbvk
through arc nodes Lbuv and Leuv .
XEvp−Lbvk
Similarly, from node v, flows are
XSvp−Levk sent to each connected node k using
XEvp−Levk arc nodes L
b
vk and L
e
vk
from subnodes T v , Svp , and Evp .
TABLE 8: The summary of transformation from Eqs.
(7b), (7c) and (7e) to Eqs. (9b), (9c), (9d), (9e), (9f), (9g)
and (9h)
three parts (the left-hand side term of Eq. (9g)) is equal to the
output flow XLb
vk
−Tk (the right-hand side term of Eq. (9g)).
The sum of the three parts of the flow can also go through the
expanded transmission capacity. Similarly, we have Eq. (9h)).
Thus, Eq. (7e) is equivalent to Eq. (9g) and Eq. (9h).
For new subnode T v in Figure 7, we have Eq. (9f) to keep
the flow conservation hold at the transmission subnode. The
left hand side of Eq. (9f) is the sum of input flows from node
v’s input nodes. The first term at the right-hand side XTv−Dv
is the flow from T v to Dv . The second term is the flow from
T v to Lbvx and the third term is the flow from T v to Levx, where
x = y, w in Figure 7. Their transformations are summarized in
Table 8 in the last two multi-rows.
Thus the constraints in Model in Eq. (7) are equivalent to
Model in Eq. (9).
5.2 Flow demand and supply balance
In Figure 7, we add a global pseudo demand (DUG) node
such that the ”extra” flow can be absorbed by it and the
flow conservation is maintained in the whole network. In this
section, we show that how adding the DUG node with the
value determined by Eq. (5) can keep the flow conservation in
the whole network.
Lemma 1: In the multi-commodity flow network decomposition,
adding a global pseudo demand (DUG) node allows the flow conser-
vation in the network of Model in Eq. (7) if it is feasible.
Proof: Assume that Model in Eq. (7) is feasible with pos-
sible generation and expansion generation capabilities. Since
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we set the values of all existing and expansion generation
capacities to their maximum, it is clear that we have excess
generation capacity in the network in Eq. (7). The role of node
DUG is to absorb only the excess capacity. The total generation
capacity in the network using the maximum of existing and
possible expanded capacities is
∑
v∈V
(
|P |∑
p=1
(Svi + E
v
i )). The total
demand of the network is (
∑
v∈V
Dv). Thus the excess capacity
in the network is given by the following expression.
EC =
∑
v∈V
(
|P |∑
p=1
(Svi + E
v
i ))−
∑
v∈V
Dv (12)
Since we set the capacity of node DUG to be exactly equal to
EC, and the capacity can flow from all existing and expansion
generation nodes to node DUG with zero cost, DUG will be
able to absorb exactly the set capacity and no more or no
less. The remaining generation and expansion capacity is used
to meet the demands of the other nodes exactly. The nodes’
demand will be governed by the generation and transmission
cost. Since none of these costs are changed, the demands are
still met in exactly the same way as without node DUG. Hence
the network maintain flow conservation.
We present Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 to show that a feasible
solution in Model in Eq. (7) is also a feasible solution in Model
in Eq. (9) and vice versa.
Lemma 2: A feasible solution in Model in Eq. (7) is also a feasible
solution in Model in Eq. (9).
Proof: Given a feasible solution (X) of Model in Eq. (7),
suppose that a node a’s demand is satisfied by a node b in
Model of eq. (7). The corresponding flow from a to b go through
some intermediate nodes and transmission arcs. Without loss
of generality, suppose there is one intermediate node c and
therefore two intermediate arcs, yc and cx (The proof will
be similar if there are more than one intermediate nodes or
none between any nodes of a and b). Suppose that this flow is
generated by a group of subnodes in node y. This flow solution
of yc and cx can be superimposed in Model of Eq. (9) as is
without violating any constraints. This can be guaranteed by
Equivalence 1 & 2. Actually, we can take the whole solution of
Model in Eq. (7) and impose it as a solution of Model in Eq. (9).
We will not violate any constraints as the generation capacities
of all nodes and transmission capacities of all arcs in Model
in Eq. (9) are either higher than or equal to those of Model of
Eq. (7). The costs and transmission capacity upperbounds of
all arcs in Model in Eq. (9) are the same as in Model of Eq. (7).
Thus, the solution of Model in Eq. (7) is a feasible solution of
Model in Eq. (9).
Lemma 3: A feasible solution of Model in Eq. (9) is also a feasible
solution in Model in Eq. (7).
Proof: Following the similar approach as in the proof of
Lemma 2, we can map the solution of Model in Eq. (9) to
Eq. (7). Given a feasible solution (X ′ ) of Model in Eq. (9), the
flow solution of arc bc and ca (here the arcs between DUG
and Svp , Evp are not a part of X
′ because DUG’s demand is
pseudo and only used to absorb ”extra” flows and maintaining
flow conservation in the whole network. Moreover, all arcs
connected to DUG have 0 cost, which means that any flows
on these arcs do not have impacts on the objective function
values.) can be superimposed into Model in Eq. (7) because
(X ′ ) does not violate any constraints that of Model in Eq. (7)
for the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 1.
5.3 Proof of the Equivalence of Models in Eq. (7) and
Eq. (9)
We have already shown the constraints in the two models
have one-to-one correspondence. We also showed that the
including node DUG with a specified capacity and setting
up the maximum existing and expansion generation node
capacities to their maximum maintain flow conservation in the
network. Any feasible solutions of Models in Eq. (7) and (9)
can be mapped as solutions of of each other.
Next, we show that the two models produce solutions that
have the same values of the optimal objective functions in
Lemma 4 that follows.
Lemma 4: The model in Eq. (7) and Model in Eq. (9) have the
same optimal objective function value.
Proof:
To prove this result, we need to show that the flow distri-
butions in Model in Eq. (7) are the same (or of the similar
equivalent costs) to Model in Eq. (9). Model in Eq. (7) does not
have DUG and DUvs to absorb the ”extra” flow, and allows
the values of subnode Evp and Svp (in Figure 7) to be any values
as long as they are not more than the upperbound values. This
idea is expressed by Eq. (7b), Eq. (7c) and Eq. (7d) in Model (7).
In Eq. (7b), for the flow p = 1, Xg1v1 is generated by v’s existing
flow 1 generation capacity Cg1v and X
g1
v2 is generated by flow
generation capacity expansion ∆Cg1v with the upperbound as
Bg1v .
The generated flow 1 from the both sources is used to
satisfy v’s local demand Dv or transmitted to neighbor nodes
connected to v, as expressed in Eq. (7c) and Eq. (7d) in Model
in Eq. (7). The same argument also hold for Xgpv1 and X
gp
v2 .
The Equivalence 1 & 2 have shown that both models
have the same values of flow demand and generation and
transmission costs and their expansion costs. In Model in Eq.
(9), the arc flow cost between Svp , Evp and DUv and the arc
flow cost from DUv to DUG are all 0s. It means that the
”extra” flows in the transformed model have no impacts on
the objective function value.
The above analysis hold for each v ∈ V in Model in Eq.
(9) and Model in Eq. (7). The transformation procedures only
change the flow distributions among subnodes (of Model in
Eq. (9)) but do not change the total flow generation needed by
the total demand in both models. In both models, the flows go
to cheapest unsaturated arcs at first in order to minimize the
objective function values. Lemma 2 & 3 have shown that one
model’s feasible solution can be mapped on the other model.
Therefore, we obtain that
Zp(X˜p∗, X˜gp∗, ˜∆Cgp∗, ∆˜T ∗) = Z(X˜∗) (13)
Here, (X˜p∗, X˜gp∗, ˜∆Cgp∗, ∆˜T ∗) are optimal solutions of Model
in Eq. (9). X˜∗ are optimal solutions of Model in Eq. (9).
From the above discussion, we conclude that the transforma-
tion of formulations of CEMNF into LNF makes it possible
to solve CEMNF problems by the (-algorithm method, which
is known to be convergent and yields optimal solutions.
5.4 Analysis on the complexity of the transformation
In this methodology, (refer to Figure 4, 5, 6 and 7), we split each
node into some subnodes (including existing generation capac-
ity subnodes, expanded generation capacity subnodes, demand
subnode, pseudo demand subnode, global pseudo demand
node, transmission subnode, arc-transmission subnodes) and
also need to split each arc into two arcs and add one new node
for each new arc to represent transmission capacity expansions.
These steps increase the time and space complexities of the
model.
Number of subnodes. For each node (v ∈ V ), with |P |
types of existing and expansion generations, we will have |P |
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existing (S) |P | expansion (E) subnodes. We add one subnode
Dv to represent the flow demand at each node v ∈ V and one
subnode T v to receive flows from the other nodes . We also
need to add a subnode DUv , which represents the pseudo flow
demand of each node v ∈ V . Thus each node is represented
by 2 ∗ |P |+ 3 subnodes.
We also add one global pseudo demand node (DUG) node.
For each arc uv ∈ E, two arc-transmission nodes (Lbuv, Leuv)
are added. Thus total arc nodes are 2 ∗ |E|.
This is the total number of nodes in the network are |V | ∗
(2 ∗ |P |+ 3) + 2 ∗ |E|+ 1.
Number of links. At each node v ∈ V , each S and each E
subnodes have two links, one to Dv and one to DUv , and thus
a total of 2 ∗ 2 ∗ |P | ∗ |V | such links.
Each S and each E subnodes at node v ∈ V have one link to
Lbvu and one link to Levu subnodes for all outgoing links. This
results into a total of 2 ∗ |E| ∗ 2 ∗ |P | links.
Each T subnode at node v ∈ V has one link to Lbvu and one
link to Levu subnodes for all outgoing links. This results into a
total of 2 ∗ |E| links. Also, for each link uv, each pair of node
Lbuv and Leuv subnodes has a link to node T v , resulting into
2 ∗ |E| links.
In addition, each DUv subnode for each v ∈ V has a link to
node DUG.
Thus the total number of links in the new network are 2 ∗
2 ∗ |P | ∗ |V |+ 2 ∗ |E| ∗ 2 ∗ |P |+ 2 ∗ |E|+ 2 ∗ |E|+ |V | = 4 ∗ |P | ∗
(|V |+ |E|) + 4 ∗ |E|+ |V | links in the network.
Thus the overall problem is a linear scaled version of the
original problem.
6 NUMERICAL RESULTS
We implement the transformation algorithm Decomposition-
Transform presented in Section 4.1, which decomposes a
CEMNF network (G(V,E) as shown in Fig. 4) into a LNF
network (G′(V ′, E′) as shown in Fig. 7). We generate CEMNF
network models with random nodes and arcs. The values of
flow generation and transmission costs are random numbers.
In order to avoid trivial solutions of linear programming
models, we keep all numerical values at the similar magnitude
range, e.g. {10k|k = 1, 2, 3}. Both networks are formulated as
linear programming models, which are solved by lp solve5.5,
which is an open-source linear/integer programming model
solver [18]. We compare the optimal objective function values
of the two models and show the results in Table 9.
The results show that the transformation algorithm De-
compositionTransform transforms CEMNF problems into LNF
problems correctly and the optimal objective function values
are the same. It also shows that for a given node number, more
arcs in CEMNF generally implies more nodes and arcs in LNF,
but it depends on how many commodities and expansions are
available.
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PARALLEL
COMPUTING
In this section, we present the experimental results of solving
the LNF models in Eq. (8) transformed from CEMNF models
in Eq. (7) by the parallel computing algorithm (-relaxation) in
[14]. We choose 25 CEMNF models with node size from 4 to
100 and use Simplex algorithm [19] to solve CEMNF models
and use the -relaxation algorithm to its transformed LNF
models. The speedup is computed as dividing the run-time of
solving CEMNF models by the run-time of transforming the
CEMNF models and solving their corresponding LNF models.
The results are shown in Table 10. The time unit is second.
Because -relaxation [16] is an approximation algorithm, in
which an  error is tolerated in solving a linear programming
model with the format of LNF in order to solve it by parallel
case CEMNF CEMNF LNF LNF
[ |V |, |E| ] Z∗ [ |V |, |E| ] Z∗
1 [4, 4] 14455.7 [33, 84] 14455.7
2 [5, 6] 19006.5 [43, 117] 19006.5
3 [6, 9] 24135.8 [55, 162] 24135.8
4 [7, 10] 20595.5 [63, 183] 20595.5
5 [7, 11] 16432.8 [65, 195] 16432.8
6 [7, 12] 21053 [67, 207] 21053
7 [7, 14] 20353.2 [71, 231] 20353.2
8 [7, 15] 14068.7 [73, 243] 14068.7
9 [8, 11] 25143.1 [71, 204] 25143.1
10 [8, 12] 27139.3 [73, 216] 27139.3
11 [8, 14] 21986.8 [77, 240] 21986.8
12 [8, 16] 20450.7 [81, 264] 20450.7
13 [8, 17] 20653.1 [83, 276] 20653.1
14 [8, 19] 23346 [87, 300] 23346
15 [8, 20] 24691.5 [89, 312] 24691.5
16 [9, 12] 27788.4 [79, 225] 27788.4
17 [9, 14] 19279.3 [83, 249] 19279.3
18 [9, 18] 22989 [91, 297] 22989
19 [9, 19] 23020.6 [93, 309] 23020.6
20 [9, 22] 24839.3 [99, 345] 24839.3
21 [10, 17] 30926.8 [95, 294] 30926.8
22 [20, 50] 61821.3 [221, 780] 61821.3
23 [30, 111] 87425.7 [403, 1602] 87425.7
24 [40, 193] 127327 [627, 2676] 127327
25 [50, 298] 161139 [897, 4026] 161139
26 [60, 444] 191531 [1249, 5868] 191531
27 [70, 592] 199378 [1605, 7734] 199378
28 [80, 791] 228148 [2063, 10212] 228148
29 [90, 1005] 239985 [2551, 12870] 239985
30 [100, 1217] 293334 [3035, 15504] 293334
Z∗: optimal objective function value ; |V |: node number; |E|: arc
number
TABLE 9: The comparison of numerical results of
CEMNF and LNF networks
computing pattern, we set  value as 0.01 in order to assure
that the solutions are accurate enough. Let Z∗L represent the
optimal objective value of LNF solved by -relaxation and let
Z∗C represent the optimal objective value of CEMNF solved by
Simplex. The accuracy is computed as 1− |Z∗C − Z∗L|/Z∗C .
We implement the -relaxation algorithm by multithreaded
computing pattern and solve each model with 6 threads on an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) (6 cores) multi-core processor. The run time is
the average value of solving 10 models with the same network
topologies.
All models in Table 10 have accuracy 99% according to
the above accuracy formula. The results show that our trans-
formation method can help solving CEMNF problems more
efficiently than Simplex algorithm [19] by parallel computing.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a general purpose problem
that allows expansion of capacity of nodes and transmis-
sion links network expansion flow problems, which arises in
many real-world problems involving multi-commodity flow
scheduling and generation planning. Compared to classical
linear network flow (LNF) problems, in which each node
has a constant flow demand or supply and each arc has a
constant flow transmission capacity, (CEMNF) problems have
some distinct properties. In (CEMNF) problems, the total
flow demand is greater than the total currently existing flow
supply in the whole network, which means that some node
need to do expand their flow generation capacity to meet
the total demand. Similarly, the transmission capacities of arcs
connecting the nodes are not constants either, which can be
expanded to allow more flow to be generated or transmitted
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case CEMNF CEMNF LNF LNF Speedup
[ |V |, |E| ] time [ |V |, |E| ] time
1 [4, 4] 0.006 [33, 84] 0.0011 5.61
2 [8, 11] 0.0125 [71, 204] 0.0022 5.66
3 [12, 22] 0.0246 [117, 372] 0.0044 5.63
4 [16, 34] 0.0416 [165, 552] 0.0074 5.62
5 [20, 50] 0.0633 [221, 780] 0.0112 5.67
6 [24, 70] 0.0952 [285, 1056] 0.017 5.61
7 [28, 99] 0.1801 [367, 1440] 0.032 5.63
8 [32, 122] 0.251 [437, 1752] 0.045 5.59
9 [36, 169] 0.3687 [555, 2352] 0.066 5.62
10 [40, 193] 0.4474 [627, 2776] 0.079 5.65
11 [44, 249] 0.5925 [763, 3252] 0.106 5.58
12 [48, 278] 0.7481 [845, 3768] 0.133 5.62
13 [52, 344] 1.2056 [1001, 4596] 0.214 5.64
14 [56, 375] 1.4709 [1087, 5504] 0.261 5.63
15 [60, 444] 1.7191 [1249, 5868] 0.303 5.68
16 [64, 497] 2.3751 [1379, 6539] 0.422 5.63
17 [68, 573] 3.0401 [1555, 7488] 0.542 5.61
18 [72, 615] 2.7965 [1663, 8028] 0.495 5.65
19 [76, 711] 4.4323 [1879, 9216] 0.789 5.62
20 [80, 791] 4.9213 [2063, 10212] 0.87 5.66
21 [84, 871] 5.518 [2211, 11087] 0.97 5.69
22 [88, 926] 6.6459 [2381, 11904] 1.172 5.67
23 [92, 1085] 8.792 [2511, 12728] 1.548 5.68
24 [96, 1136] 10.151 [2737, 14156] 1.793 5.66
25 [100, 1217] 12.2032 [3035, 15504] 2.152 5.67
TABLE 10: Experimental Results of Parallel Computing
among nodes. The goal, like in classical (LNF) problems, is to
minimize the flow transmission cost, but we have additional
constraints that we also need to minimize the generation cost
and generation and transmission capacity expansion cost in
the whole network. From the perspective of mathematical
programming optimization techniques, both of two problems
can be formulated as linear programming models, but their
formulations are different.
The above difference makes it impossible to solve (CEMNF)
problems in parallel computing environment and exploit par-
allelism available on a multi-processor cluster systems. The
(LNF) problems have shown to offer efficient solution methods
on such systems with convergence and optimality [14]. We de-
veloped a methodology to transform (CEMNF) problems into
(LNF) problems such that they can be solved using a parallel
high-performance computing platforms. In this paper, we have
shown that the transformation methodology has polynomial
time and space complexities and the transformed formulation
yields the optimal solutions. The numerical results show that
the efficiency of solving transformed (CEMNF) problems can
be improved by parallel computing pattern.
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